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Mfj Farmer! There Is the Fellow
Who Is Eating Your Profits

KILL HIM!

Let Me Show 
You Howto Do It

For years the farmers have been fighting the 
GOPHER, but only with limited success. Every 
known method has been used. Hundreds of 
Thousands of hard earned dollars have been 
spent year after year to get rid of the* crop- 
destroying PESTS, but in spite of everything 
the Gophers seem to keep on increasing in 
numbers. They seemed to thrive and multiply 

on most of the past and worn out methods of killing them, until the well-known 
Chicago Chemist, Mr. F. A. Rolduan, compounded and invented what is known as—
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PATENTED PODCESS
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It’s the most effective and deadly Gopher Poison known—it kills Gophers by the millions, they eat it on 
sight and it kills instantly. One Dollar package contains enough to poison 3,500 mounds, it is all ready to put out 
and easy to use, so every farmer should join in the fight and get rid of the enemy at once. Resolve to kill the 
Gopher and sell your grain. Just invest ONE DOLLAR, use according to directions and watch results.

Dead Gophers Everywhere
It kills more Gophers than airy other Poison known. Thousands of Western 
Canadian farmers used and endorsed Boiduan's Grain. It is especially pre
pared under the strict supervision of Mr. P. A. Botduan. the compounder end 
inventor, end every package is guaranteed to do just as represented, or 
back goes your money.

Look Out for Strychnine I
Don't take any chances or allow your family 
to take chalices with home made strychnine 

rations. It's dangerous, it won't do the 
and it is more expensive.

It Is a Rain and Snow Proof Poison
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Write TODAY for special prices. We will ex
plain in deuil the wonders of Boiduan's Poison 
Grain and what we have accomplished. We will 
tell you how you can benefit by it No obliga
tion on your part We want to prove to you 
that we can save the rate-payers in your district 
thousands of dollars this season.

Boiduan's Poison Grain is perfectly safe. The Poison is “set” ht the grain 
by a secret and patented process. Snow. ice. frost or rain will not hinder it 
from doing Its deadly work. The poiaon is evenly and thorotwhly distributed. 
Every kernel contains a full death dealing dose which does notions Ita elrer^th 
or deteriorate with age. Go to your nearest druggist and ask him to let yen 

i a package of BOLDUAICS POISON GRAIN, read the guarantee on the 
age, take it home and see the results It will 

If your druggist hasn't got It, lust All « 
we will see that you get a liberal Trial Parade.

Liberal Sample FREE
We «rant to show you. We want to prove to you what Boiduan's /
Poison Grain means to you. Wewanttoeend youa liberal sample a 
absolutely FREE. We want you to try it on your ottm - ' 
farm. Convince yourself thoroughly before you buy. Z 
That la a fair proposition, isn't H? Don't send one cent / Illi.Cs..ltd 
You don't need to risk any money. Just sign the y tMJMvw It 
coupon and get the liberal sample positively FREE.

right now. Mail it to

Look for the Signature on Every Package
The fac simile signature of the inventor, which appears on every p 
and on the seals which dose the top and bottom, is your protection, 
for it—Insist on getting the genuine.
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The Dolduan Manufacturing z 
Company, Ltd.

River Street
Indian Head ✓
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